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ABOUT US:
In order to live up to our own claim, to always be
technically up to date, our main focus is on continuously
developing our products and implementing new product
ideas.
With the experience of 20 years now, we accept every
challenge and solve the tasks of our customers with
individually customizable products.
Almost everything we offer arises in our house. This
applies both to the development of the software and
the necessary electronics as well as to mechanical parts
such as housings, brackets, ornaments and accessories.
This enables us to meet the special wishes of our
customers.
Based on fairness and reliability, we work hand in hand
with our business partners and customers.
We offer tailor-made support and update contracts for
all our products.
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GAMING TABLE

GAMING TABLE

‘PEye TMS’ is an advanced table management system
for casinos of any size, and subject to continuous
development since it was launched onto the market in
2007. ‘PEye TMS’ is an extremely flexible modular system
that can be quickly adapted to your specific wishes and
requirements, and offers good value for money.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

GAMING TABLE

„PEye TMS“ detects
roulette numbers,recorded
by video image in a split
second, faster than any
other technology.

PEye ISSTable

Documents incidents at
tables

Roulette Level

GAMINGFLOOR
TABLE OVERVIEW

PEye DSoftSummary

PEye DSoft

Billboards for roulette,
Black-Jack and other games

PEye RDetect
Roulette detection
in a split second

PEye Sidebet FortunaTwo
customized side-bets

CALL SYSTEM

PEye Callsystem
CASH DESK APPLICATION

PEye CExchange
Animated table and game-summary
billboard displays provide the guests with
up-to-date statistical information promptly
and constantly, e.g. on winning numbers,
but may also be used for advertising or even
live-TV.
A key feature of ‘PEye TMS’ is the complete
surveillance of all sub-processes at the
Roulette-wheel and on the table top, an
essential precondition of ensuring ‘fair-play’.
Due to the intelligent linking of CCTV with
hard and software, ‘PEye TMS’ supplies a lot
of data for your in-house reporting. At the
same time you receive a reliable data basis
to improve your management processes, e.g.
to optimize both personnel deployment and
games on offer.
Stunning display monitors, registration
of cash flows and revenues, automatic
speech announcement, a unique link with
the casino’s CCTV, which can be used
to investigate any situation in question,
and last but not least, a smart quality
assurance system, make ‘PEye TMS’ the most
comprehensive hard and software solution
for the live gaming industry at the present
time.

AUTOMATIC ROULETTE
PEye NovoConnect

PEye KSoft

Dealer Keyboard

2018

With automatic dice-shaker

PEye AlfaConnect
PEye AmaticConnect
PEye RCompare

EXTENSIVE ANALYSIS SOFTWARE

PEye ASoft
PEye ASoftWN (WN=Winning Numbers)

PEye LEDTable

Programmable backligh
tableau

PEye MoneyCheck
Billacceptor- up to 50
banknotes simultanousy

PEye SmartChips

Chips with 3,56MHz RFID Tag

REPORTING

PEye SystemReport
TABLE MONITORING

PEye TableMonitor
ANALYSE EXPORTER

PEye CSVExporter
VIDEO RESEARCHE

PEye TEval

PEye WheelSensor

BHS Böhm

Data from the table are
synchronized with the Server

PEye DiceRoulette©

ANALYSIS AND BACKOFFICE

Alarm sensor for roulette wheels
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PEye DBSync

PEye UPSWatch
UPS surveillance

RouletteWheels

Attractive roulette Wheels

MEASURING-SYSTEM

PEye RMeas
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GAMING TABLE

DSoft offers more latitude
in its design than any other
billboard displays

PEye DSoft
‘PEye DSoft’ - the software for billboard displays - offers
extensive statistical information for the guest, such as
winning numbers, hot and cool numbers, racetrack bets,
outside bets, etc. from previous games.
Free space on the screen can be used for advertising and
information. It is possible to insert text, graphics, advertising,
animation and additional content. Your requests and wishes
determine the design.

Screen Hardware
As a basic model, we offer screens in
black plastic housing with different
screen-sizes equipped with a decorative
frontside frame.
For special requirements, we produce
customized metal housings in stainless
steel, aluminium and brass (single or
double-sided version).
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GAMING TABLE

PEye RDetect

With PEye RDetect
you get the fastest
winning number
detection

‘PEye RDetect’ detects the winning
number faster than any other technology
by means of a video image. ‘PEye RDetect’
is also capable of detecting the speed of
the ball, the speed and direction of the disc
as well as the exact point in time of ‘no
more bets’.
Moreover, ‘PEye RDetect’ detects any
tampering with the roulette wheel for
purposes of cheating. In case of tampering, a
hidden alarm is triggered.

alternative:
Interface to reader heads

If surveillance cameras have already been
installed for the gaming floor, there is no
need to install one specifically for the roulette
wheel. For ‘PEye RDetect’, only a minimum of
requirements for the location of the camera
must be considered, e.g. it is possible to
install the camera unobtrusively at a height of
10 meters above the gaming table, but also
possible to attach the detection camera on
top of the table display.

For reader heads

Roulette detection by video camera with
‘PEye RDetect’ works with any standard
roulette wheel.

PEye RReader
PEye RReader is the interface to the
reader heads distributed by BHS Boehm
and the interface to Huxley wheels with
in-rim reader, as well as to TouchBetRoulette.
Camera recognition works much faster
than a reader head, but a reader head, in
turn, works much more reliably in fastchanging lighting conditions.

PEye CReader
Für Cammegh-Wheels

PEye CReader is the interface to
the Cammegh protocol

PEye KReader

Für King-Roulette-Wheels
PEye KReader is the interface to
the Kingroulette protocol

PEye BReader

For Böhm-Roulette-Wheels
PEye BReader is the interface to
the Böhm protocol
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GAMING TABLE

PEye KSoft
The desktop keyboard is a touch-screen with a screen diagonal
between 8“ and 15“. The associated keyboard software
„PEye KSoft“ offers a graphical user interface that leaves nothing
to be desired.
The table keyboard application ‘PEye KSoft’ comes
with a graphic user interface adapted to your individual
requirements. This input/output interface means that all
important data are available at a glance.

Logins or hand changes for dealer and
pitboss can be done in different ways
 Personalized login/logout
(manual)

 Personalized login/logout by
RFID (‘PEye AccessControl’ is
required for RFID login).

In both cases a hand change will be shown on the table display.
If the hand change in non-personalized form, the so-called
„hand change“ button is available.
„PEye KSoft“ („K“ stands for „Keyboard“) offers numerous
configuration possibilities, in order to switch off unneeded
elements and to insert necessary elements in their place.
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KSoft Option

Option ´Audio Output´
‘PEye KSoft’ supplies on demand automatic announcements at the Roulette
table for ’finish betting’, ‘no more bets’,
‘winning number’ and ‘jingles’. Automatic
announcements can be selected in a range
of different voice profiles.
Automatic announcements provide a
considerable increase in security because:
 during the game cycle, the ball and the
table top remain in sight of the dealer at
all times till the drop down of the ball into
the pocket of the ‘winning number’,
 the announcement ‘no more bets’ takes
place at the right time,
 the documentation of the exact
time-stamp of the ‘no more bets’
announcement is recognized in court,
 depending on the geometrical shape of
the Roulette bowl and the ball used, a
limit value of the ball-speed (assigned to
each gaming table) will be defined as a
trigger. If the ball-speed goes below the
lower limit value, the announcement ‘no
more bets’ will be made automatically.
In case the announcement has to occur
earlier, the dealer is also able to activate the
announcement ‘no more bets’ by pressing
a button on the dealer touch screen. The
documentation of announcement will also
be recognized in court, if necessary.

PEye KSoft is the central
hub at the gaming table and
interconnects
all modules
Third party applications
can be connected
via the TCP interface

GAMING TABLE

KSoft Option

„Calculator”
An optional monitor shows the calculation of the payout in a manner
understandable to the guest.
That creates trust. As a rule,
the guest is overwhelmed with
the calculation if he has won
on several different chances
simultaneously and the payout

may still have to be split into
value and non-value chips. The
layout can be freely configured.

1

2

1

5

1 X5
2 X 11
5 X8
10 X 17
2 X 35

307

Stücke gesamt / Total pieces

10

20

50

Auszahlung / Payout

60

Stücke / Pieces

+ 247 €

in Wertjetons / Values

= 307 €
Gesamtwert / Total sum

PEye DBSync
To guarantee high reliability, each gaming table works independently with a local database.
With the help of „PEye DBSync“, the local data is
synchronized with the PEye server whenever possible.
Normally, this happens almost in real time.
All data is thus stored twice, ie at the gaming table

and on the server. Data loss is almost impossible. This
also applies to attempts to manipulate data, since
the consistency of the data in the background can be
checked automatically („PEye DBDataCheck“).

PEye AccessControl

PEye RotorIdent

Even more security is provided by „PEye AccessControl“,
which ensures complete monitoring of all door and lock
contacts and the temperature in the PC cabinet. Each access is
logged in the database.

The monitoring package
can be upgraded even
further.

(OPTIONAL)

„PEye TMS AccessControl“ is also required to be able to log in and
out of tables via RFID.
Several RFID technologies are supported, so you can use almost any
transponder that you otherwise have. for time recording, can also
use here.
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(OPTIONAL)

Through the use of „PEye
RotorIdent“, the boiler rotor
is identified by RFID at every
revolution, so that an alarm
is triggered when the rotor
is replaced. Also, with this
additional system, the rotor
speed can be determined
exactly.

PEye DBSync
synchronize the
local data with
the PEye server

GAMING TABLE

GAMING TABLE

PEye MoneyCheck

Each money change is documented in detail

‘PEye MoneyCheck’ is a combination of hardware
(‘acceptor’) and software (‘PEye MoneyCheck’).

Bulk note acceptor

You want to avoid any more risks with safety? In that case
our bill acceptor is the right choice.
Our new bulk note acceptor detects counterfeit money and
checks and counts up to 50 notes fed in at the same time.
Furthermore, mistakes in money exchange will be avoided.

To operate the „acceptor“ the software „PEye MoneyCheck“ is required.
The bill acceptor
is available in two interface variants:
Variant 1: Direct connection to a desktop PC with „PEye Table
Management System“ software installed.
Variant 2: Direct connection trough network. A mini-PC takes
over the processing of the data resulting from the change
processes and forwards them to a central database. In addition,
alarm buttons installed on the desk can be connected to the mini
PC. The assignment of the alarm buttons is freely selectable.
Optionally, the changes can be displayed on a screen on the
gaming table.

Evaluation:
With our evaluation software „ASoft“ table
bills and detailed reports (daily, monthly) can
be created for changes (time, denomination).
In addition, „PEye System“ report can
automatically emails with the cash-box counts
of all tables („Cash Reports“) e.g. to be sent
daily after play. Thus you receive the first cash
account shortly after the end of the game day.

With the alarm buttons is also a „High-Roller-Tracking “
available, which logs the guest-related revenue.

Accounting of the Tray (optional)
The acceptor:
 Accepts up to 50 banknotes
simultaneously
 Detects counterfeit money
 Checks banknotes with
6 different wavelengths of
light and with a magnetic
sensor
 Is easy to maintain
 Allows programming for
almost all currencies
 Has a short processing time
(1.7 to 2.0 sec per banknote)
 Has a high acceptance
rate(≤96%)
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 Has a cash-box for up to
to 2,000 banknotes
 The cash-box can be
equipped with two locks
 Another optional lock to
secure the cash-box is
possible
 Is available with different kits

The croupier enters the count in a piece of
paper with a specific bar-code.
This statement is accepted by the acceptors
and promoted to the cash-box. The Gathering
is this way under lock.
„PEye MoneyCheck“ serves the lawful
registration of all currency changes according
to Money Laundering Act and Federal Data
Protection Act (within Germany).
For customers outside of Germany the software
can be configured in such a way that it complies
with the applicable legal regulations.
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GAMING TABLE

PEye LEDTable
Our newly developed ‘PEye LEDTable’, an adaptable backlit table clothing, offers your guests
a unique gaming-experience.
LEDs light up the winning numbers.
This makes it easier for the guest to
see which bets have won.
The ‘PEye LEDTable’ is an adaptable
system, so the illumination can be

changed according to the table
clothing. Thanks to the freely
programmable LED matrix, we can
implement special effects such as
colour sequences, animation or
logos.

The ‘PEye LEDTable’ is also available
for roulette tables which are
equipped with additional fields for
side-bets.

PEye UPSWatch
So that no data gets lost during a power cut, the table PCs can be run for
a period of between 0.5 to 4 hours (depending on hardware) with an UPS
(uninterruptible power supply).
The UPS supplies energy so that the
guests can carry on with their games.
‘PEye UPSWatch’ monitors the UPS and
records any power cut and power return
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in the database. If the state of charge
falls to a lower limit value, the PC shuts
down automatically.

The addition of
PEye LEDTable gives
the gaming table
another dimension

GAMING TABLE

PEye ISS Table ensures
a detailed documentation
of all activities at the
gaming table

PEye ISSTable

If a banknote is rejected, the PTZ camera
moves automatically in the direction of the
bill acceptor.
The following functions are
available:
1. The positioning of PTZ cameras
(pan/tilt/zoom) to capture events
A PTZ camera operates at the table
to record highly-detailed images,
something which can’t be achieved
with fixed cameras.
EXAMPLE 1: New winning number

A PTZ camera zooms directly to the
winning number field, providing a
visual record of the number of chips
set on the field at any given time
in case it is necessary to clarify a
misunderstanding in counting at a
later point in time.
EXAMPLE 2: If for any reason the
wheel cover is removed, the PTZ
camera focuses automatically in that
direction.
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A single PTZ camera can be operated at the
table to record highly-detailed images e.g. of
the winning number.

EXAMPLE 3: If a guest or the dealer

puts his hand into the wheel while
the ball is spinning, the PTZ camera
moves to the wheel’s preset position.

can be displayed on this panel, set
to include such incidents as ‘guest
announcement’, ‘the guest’s winning
chip is mixed with non- winning
chips’ or ‘unclear winning chip’.

EXAMPLE 4: If a banknote is rejected,

the PTZ camera moves automatically
in that direction, to establish what
happens with it.
2. Audio Recording (optional)
If the dealer or the pit boss
makes any announcement, the
announcement will be recorded for
as long as he keeps his finger on a
button.
EXAMPLE: If the dealer has no time to

place the announced bet, he repeats
the guest’s bet into the microphone
(as proof).
3. Recording of pre-defined events
A new ‘incidents’ panel can be called
up in ‘PEye KSoft’. Up to 14 buttons

These incidents can be used to move
the PTZ camera to a preset position.
In addition, it can be decided
whether an announcement over the
call system should be made and
whether any comments about the
‘incident’ are required. If necessary,
the video recordings can be used
to clear up any inconsistencies over
an indistinct winning chip via ‘PEye
TEval’ and any comments on the
incident can be created in the ‘PEye
AlarmTool’ software.

GAMING TABLE

FortunaTwo offers the
player the incentive of
a higher payout with
up to 150:1

PEye Sidebet FortunaTwo
Many casinos already have it - a sidebet for roulette.
Sidebets have become increasingly
popular in recent years. This is why
we have developed an exciting
sidebet variation: ‘FortunaTwo’
This additional chance of winning
offers you the opportunity to
encourage more guests to try their
luck at your roulette tables.

Seven additional betting
possibilities

The guest can bet on seven
additional winning chances, which
are drawn simultaneously by means
of a random generator parallel to the
roulette winning number.

Three winning symbols

In every game, three winning
symbols are drawn one after another
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from a total of 24 symbols (8 times
3 symbols). With two matches the
guest wins 15:1. With three, even
150:1.

3D animation

Using an appealing 3D animation, the
winning numbers are shown on the
table display.

Individual symbol themes

The choice of symbols on the winning
fields is freely configurable. The
symbols can be customized.

High payout

The payout quote of this game
is 97.46% and corresponds
approximately to that of roulette.
The house edge is provided by
an eighth symbol, which is also
generated by the random generator.
On the 3D animation, this symbol is
shown as a black ball.
We also develop side bets
exclusively for our customers.

GAMING TABLE

PEye DiceRoulette©

DiceRoulette©

DiceRoulette© is an attractive dice game, offering your Casino a chance
to set itself apart from competitors.
Moreover, in a test stage it generated
excellent turnovers. The game was
not only well accepted by male
players, but, as it turned out, was
especially popular with women.
Like SicBo, DiceRoulette© is played
with three different dice, which have
been manufactured specifically for
this game.
The dice are thrown automatically by
the so-called ‘DiceShaker’. The device
is closed and ensures a high level of
security. The dice do not come into
contact either with the dealer or with
the guest.
Players can place even money bets
or they can bet on a sum of pips, 1/3
odds, single die, straights, or triple.
Payout quotes are similar to those in
Roulette.

Moreover, any Black-Jack table can
easily be converted to host
DiceRoulette©.
We offer you a complete starter kit,
containing the necessary soft- and
hardware to provide your guests with
an entertaining new game of chance.
With it’s simple rules and short
instruction period for roulette
dealers, DiceRoulette is designed to
impress.

DiceShaker

The diceshaker shakes at two
different fundamental frequencies.
This ensures that the dice never
land stacked or leaning at an angle.
The fundamental frequency and the
duration of shaking will be randomly
varied to ensure that the result is
completely unpredictable. The whole

procedure is started, either by the
dealer using the keyboard, or by a
guest via a wired push button so that
the guest playing can participate
interactively. If the wired push button
is briefly pressed, the three dice
will be shaken for the minimum set
period. If the button is pressed for
longer, the dice will be shaken for
longer, up to a maximum set period.
As soon as the guest releases the
button, the dice will shake for a short
random run-down period. Thus,
the guest can influence the shaking
duration, but not the exact run-down
time. A perfect illusion!
The diceshaker can either be built
into the table or placed on top.

The guests are allowed
to shake the dice

game description
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DiceRoulette is an exciting combination of a dice
game and classic roulette. It is played with three
dice, resulting in a combination of numbers
ranging from 1-18.
The dice are marked with pips and numbers, and
the combination of the numbers results in ‘one’
or ‘two’, which are not present in classic SicBo.
Because of this, the payout rate as well as the
tableau design, is similar to that of roulette.
The payout lies at 1:1 to 209:1 depending of the
betting chance.
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GAMING TABLE

BLACK
JACK
Our table display ‘PEye DSoft’
and table keyboard ‘PEye KSoft’
can also be used for Black-Jack
tables.
The dealer enters the bank points
by touching a button on the touch
screen. A ‘calculator’ function is also
available.
Sidebet variations and additional
winning chances can also be
incorporated into the tablekeyboard.
All other keyboard functions, such as
‘login’, ‘open and closing the table’,
‘call system’, etc. are also available.

PEye SmartChips
With our ‘PEye SmartChips’ system it is
possible to count the stock on a gaming table
Prerequisites for this are our compatible RFID chips and our
RFID antenna technology.
The count can be initiated via the dealer‘s keyboard;
but it can also be done automatically according to a
predetermined schedule.
This requires our own or compatible RFID chips and our
RFID antenna technology.
The counting is done on the dealer’s keyboard, but it can
also be set to work automatically for any pre-arranged
time. If the dealer has to count the value of the chips, he
drags them to the so-called ‘Chip-scale’. The value of the
chips is displayed for the guests instantly on the LED Table.
With our ‘PEye ASoft’ analysis software, reports will be
generated automatically.
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CASINO HARDWARE

CASINO HARDWARE

FUNC TIONS
NEW

The Wheel Sensor detects any kind of foreign
influence which can lead to a falsification of the result
or damage to the roulette.
The roulette wheel sensor is a special alarm system
for roulette wheel, with which many important
parameters can be monitored.
In conjunction with our roulette detection RDetect,
a complete monitoring of your roulette wheel is
guaranteed, so any conceivable manipulation attempt
can be detected.

susceptible to vibration, slightly higher limit values 
must be specified for the motion sensors.
Deviations from the predefined parameters are
reported by the corresponding alarm sensor.
So this Wheel Sensor is a must in terms of quality
assurance in the field of roulette.
It is equally suitable for the live game area as well as
for automatic roulette systems.

Limit values can be individually parametrized
according to your specifications for each signal.
This means, for example, that a larger tilt tolerance
must be granted when the roulette wheel is on a
cruise ship.
On the other hand, in the case of a building

RO T O R H E I G HT
A N D R E M OVA L
SENSOR
The laser measurement system
generally triggers an alarm when
the rotor has been removed or
its altitude exceeds the defined
limit. The position of the rotor
is constantly monitored by the
system.

M O U NTI N G P OS ITI O N

Part 1 on the Roulette Wheel
housing dimensions
(round):
diameter: 110 mm
housing height: 24 mm
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Part 2 of the sensor (rectangular)
dimensions:
ca. 7x9x3cm

Ethernet-Server with the following functions:
• Display of all sensor-Values • Alarm output (relay)
via a web front end
+ Acoustic alarm
+ Downloadable Values

Strong fluctuations in the relative
humidity can lead to irreparable
damage to the roulette wheel
housing. (Deformation, distortion,
warpage, cracks). The sensor not
only monitors the relative humidity,
but also records the course
over time. Especially in strongly
ventilated and air-conditioned
rooms the air humidity has to be
considered.

The roulette wheel serial number
is displayed at any time within the
evaluation software by means of the
digital signature. Partial disassembly
for checking the serial number are
therefore no longer necessary.

3D
ACC E LE R ATI O N
SENSOR
In case of any roulette wheel
movement, the system triggers
alarms when the acceleration
exceeds a user-defined value.

The WheelSensor consists of two parts

H U M I D IT Y

D I G ITA L
RO U LE T TE
W H E E L S I G N AT U R E

SA B O TAG E /
D I S A S S E M B LY
M O N IT O R I N G
All circuits and also the sensor
housing are constantly monitored
by means of a sabotage loop.
This loop can not be bridged
because the loop resistance is also
monitored without gaps.

ACO U S TI C S E N S O R
48 HRS.
BATTERY
The roulette wheel sensor is
powered
either trough the USB port of the
desktop PC or a separate power
supply. If the external supply fails,
the sensor has a LiPo battery
to maintain all sensor functions
for a further 48 hours. Power
outages are also detected and
are available as alarm signals.
The battery operation ensures
autonomous memory and realtime clock (intermediate storage
of up to 20,000 incidents), with a
battery life of at least 2 days.

In the event that the noise level
of the roulette wheel exceeds an
adjustable upper limit, an alarm is
triggered.

( T WO)
COV E R S E N S O R S
If the cover is removed before the
opening time or by unauthorized
persons, this immediately triggers
an alarm. Two external sensors are
necessary for the use.
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CASINO HARDWARE

MODE L S

NEW

3D
M AG N E TI C F I E LD
SENSOR

G A S -S E N S O R

P O S ITI O N S E N S O R

Magnetic fields acting inside the
roulette wheel or those generated
outside the wheel and acting on the
ball immediately trigger an alarm.

The sensor detects reliably all attempts to manipulate the number
sectors using hair spray, spray
glue, solvent, etc.

Electronic proximity switch e.g. As
a rotor extraction sensor or as a
door contact.

I N D U S TRY S TA N DA R D
2 D LE V E L
If the rotor is not perfectly levelled,
this has an effect on the statistical
frequency distribution (sectors) for
almost every type of roulette.
This is mainly due to the fact that
the roulette wheel manufacturers
almost never balance the rotor. In
the case of an inclined mounting
position, an imbalance causes the
circumferential speed of the rotor
to change continuously during one
revolution. An alarming is possible
when leaving the adjustable
tolerance range.

TE M P E R AT U R E S E N S O R
Strong temperature fluctuations
can cause permanent damage to
the roulette wheel housing. The
sensor therefore, not only monitors
the temperature, but also records
the temperature profile over time.
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The PRO model supports all functions described, with industry
standard components, for a guaranteed monitoring of the
roulette wheel.

BA SIC FUNC TIONS
1

Industry standard 2D level

2

3D magnetic field sensor

3

3D Acceleration sensor

4

Acoustic sensor

5

Temperature sensor

6

Humidity sensor

7

Disc height and removal sensor (NEW)

8

Roulette wheel digital signature

9

Sabotage/Disassembly monitoring

10

Battery operation with autonomous data buffer and real time clock

In the LITE option, the levelling function is executed by the
3D acceleration sensor and the accumulator and memory buffer
are not included.

The following external sensors can also be connected
11

Cover sensors (two)

12

Position sensor

13

Gas sensor
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CASINO HARDWARE

Why is it so important to level the roulette disk?

Every roulette disk is unbalanced.
This fact is causing by an inaccurately
levelled roulette wheel an uneven disk
revolution.
32
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The one and only
guaranteed correct
levelling can be achieved
with our roulette level.
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CASINO HARDWARE

Heaviest sector

Varying
turning speed

Winning number distribution
Turning speed

Gravity

Uneven winning number distribution
Gravity

The slowest turning phase of the disk is always
situated in the area where the disks heaviest part is on
the “highest point”.

The fastest phase will be when the heaviest part will
reach the “lowest“ point. This fact is translated in
longer time periods of presence in one area for the
sector opposing the “heaviest” part of the disk. The
ball will fall in these pockets more often than in the
others.
This effect that causes the uneven winning
distribution can be easily avoided.
If the spinning axis is perfectly vertical then the G force
does not cause anymore this uneven spinning speed
(the heavier part of the disk does not climb and descend
anymore).
This means that the disk is spinning constantly and
slows down slowly from the friction.
The normally used levelling methods (on the wheel or on
the turning handles) would be accurate only in case of a
perfect Roulette Wheel. As soon as the spinning axis is
minimally tilted (in fact it is the case for every wheel), it
is actually worsened because the spinning axis remains
tilted always at the same angle.

Measuring
procedure
The three measuring legs must be
set at the same distance from the
central plate and on the outer side of
the pockets.
The levelling windows must show
a perfectly central position on the
scale. To check the level calibration,
rotate the disk 180 degrees and the
scale should remain centred.
If this is not the case, a recalibration
would be necessary, or the disks
ball-bearing is defective (I.e.
different sized balls in the bearing).

ASoft evaluation for 35,859 games without proper
orientation of the roulette wheel
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CASINO HARDWARE

Roulette Wheel

Roulette Balls

Our roulette wheels offer great value for money and can be
customized according to the customer’s wishes.
Whether traditional or ultra-modern,
you can choose from a wide range of
components, such as wood veneer,
turrets and colours. The roulette

wheels are so finely- tuned that
they work perfectly with our camera
recognition system, ‘RDetect’.

We also supply precisely-made roulette balls
made of teflon (PTFE) and delrin (POM).
The balls are available in various sizes.
We supply roulette balls made of teflon
(PTFE) and delrin (POM).
PTFE is a thermoplastic material which
feels like wax.
Colour: white

■
■
■

Wenge
Chrome
Classic turret

■
■
■

Wood mix
Gold
Classic turret

The benefits of POM are: solidity,
rigidity and hardness.
Colour: white

We can supply roulette balls of
standard and non-standard
size within a few days.
In stock:
PTFE: Ø 18-Ø 22mm
POM: Ø 18-Ø 22mm

■
■
■
■

Mahagoni
Chrome
Classic turret
Corian rim
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■
■
■

Cloloured
Gold
American dome
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GAMING FLOOR

Using PEye DSoft
Summary you can follow
up the winning numbers
of one or more tables
simultaneously e.g. at
the bar or in the lounge

PEye
DSoft Summary
Using ‘PEye DSoft Summary’ you can offer a very appealing service to your guests.
On the ‘Summary Displays’ the
guests can constantly track the
course of the coups at several tables,
whether at the bar or on the gaming
floor.
Depending on screen-size, up to
20 different gaming tables can
be displayed simultaneously. The
columns of closed tables can be
either left blank or hidden. The
display is in real time, simultaneous
with the table display.

Size and number of winning
numbers, resolution, wallpaper
and many other parameters can be
adjusted in whichever way you like.

well as automatic roulette systems
and TouchBet roulette tables can be
integrated into ‘DSoft Summary’.

It is possible to show tickers created
by the editor ‘PEye SummaryTicker’.
Calls from the PEye Integrated Call
System can be displayed.
Furthermore, external dynamic
information, such as current jackpot
values, can be shown too.
Roulette and Black-Jack tables, as

PEye CExchange
The application enables the pit boss to carry out stock accounting as well as requesting an exchange of chips.
chip exchange:
E.g. exchanges of chips with high
value for chips of low value from
the main cash desk.
stock accounting:
Typing in the number of chips
of different values, as well as
automatic calculation of the total
sum.
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These transactions are stored in a
database and can be printed as a
report and displayed using ‘PEye
ASoft’.
The ‘PEye CExchange’ software
imports the input entered in ‘PEye
KSoft’ directly to the cash desk.
This information can be displayed
or printed, so that it can be quickly
processed.

If a printed version is required
as standard practice, this can be
printed automatically.
Using this feature, the cashier can
record all exchanges from cash to
chips or chips to cash.
The ‘PEye TEval’ application makes
it easy to find the cause of any
discrepancies.

GAMING FLOOR

PEye CallSystems
‘PEye’ has an integrated call system. By pressing a button on the table keyboard, up to four different people/
groups of people responsible for the table/s can be notified individually or simultaneously.
A call (alarm or request) can be
carried out in the following ways:
 The dealer can press a button on the
Dealer Touchscreen (‘PEye KSoft’)
 The barkeeper or cashier can call other
members of staff by touching the
relevant colour bar on the enter bar at
the bottom edge of the ‘Call Display’.
 From the back office, which uses ‘PEye
AlarmTool’

 Automatically, as a result of preprogrammed incidents, such as a
banknote not being accepted.
There are a variety of ways to
transmit an alarm:
 Signal on the table display
(‘PEye DSoft’)
 Signal on the table-overview display
(‘PEye DSoft Summary’)

 Coloured signal on the gaming floor
(‘PEye AlarmDisplay’)
 Signal in the back office application
(‘PEye AlarmMonitor’)
 Submit alarm by phone using the
phone application interface
(via text-to-speech engine)
 Submit alarm by switching output
(relay outputs)
 Submit alarm via TCP port

PEye AlarmTool
‘PEye AlarmTool’ is a back office application which
receives, monitors, confirms and provides a written
record of alarms.
Functionality:
If an alarm is triggered on table
1, not only does the relevant
authority receive it, but the
alarm also appears in the ‘PEye
AlarmTool’. The ‘PEye AlarmTool’ is
used on back office computers. At
each work station the alarms can

be filtered, so that only relevant
alarms are shown.
If Incidents are captured via ‘PEye
ISSTable’; these incidents can be
documented after clarification. So,
for example ex gratia payments
are documented correctly. ‘PEye
AlarmTool’ is docked at the upper

left hand edge of the screen and
is nearly invisible. If an alarm is
received, a window opens in front
of all the others.

the guests notice nothing. The
message, composed of synthetic
text templates, e.g. ‘Please come
to table one’, is transmitted
automatically.

The alarm must be confirmed by
pressing a telephone button.

PEye PhoneInterface
Text-To-Speech Engine
The dealer triggers the alarm via
the table keyboard.
The relevant authority receives
the information as a recorded
message by telephone, so that
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The PEye CallSystem is
a triumph of flexibility,
easy handling, and calls
will be documented

GAMING FLOOR

There are many ways to
display active alarms

PEye CallDisplay
The ‘Call Display’ is a tablet with an optical display and touchscreen and can be configured as ‘recipient’
or as ‘sender and recipient’.
The displays are positioned discreetly
but so that they can be seen clearly
by all casino personnel, in the
gaming areas and also at the bar or
at the cash desk.

Functions:
When there are no ‘calls’, all you can
see on the display is the logo of the
casino or another design.
If a call takes place, the message
will be displayed on the screen,
e.g. ‘table AR1’, ‘bar’, ‘cash desk 2’.
A coloured light signal comes on
simultaneously, indicating which
personnel are required to answer the
call. There are up to four different
colour signals available, depending
on which members of personnel
need to react. If e.g. two members
of staff are called to a gaming table,
two different colours will light up on

PEye DSoft Summary
Using „PEye DSoftSummary’,
alarms can be viewed on our
table summary display.
In the picture you can see an
active alarm-sign below the table
heading AR4, shown as a coloured
graphic which is flashing. The
alarms can be displayed to up to
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4 different authorized persons per
gaming table. After confirming the
alarm at the gaming table the sign
disappears.

the display panel.
The member of staff who receives
the call, confirms it by touching the
relevant colour button on the
touch-screen.
If an additional alarm is triggered at
the same time, e.g. at the bar and
gaming table, an additional panel will
be displayed for each sender on each
device. Depending on the device, 4 to
6 panels are possible.

AUTOMATIC ROULETTE

Automatic Roulette
Our PEye TMS is also compatible with other systems. Our custom-made interfaces make it possible to use the
winning numbers from automatic roulette systems.

PEye NovoConnect

PEye RCompare

Processes the game-info-protocol of Novomatic
automatic roulette.

Because every so often there can be
detection mistakes in the automatic
roulette systems, they can be
additionally equipped with our roulette
detection software, RDetect.

Enables the winning numbers to be shown on our
‘PEye DSoft Summary’ display as well as on the casino
homepage.
In addition, the roulette wheels can be statistically
monitored by ‘PEye ASoft’ and the winning number can
be printed out from each wheel.

PEye AmaticConnect
Processes the game-info-protocol
of Amatic automatic roulette.
Enables the winning numbers to be shown on our
‘PEye DSoft Summary’ display as well as on the casino
homepage.
In addition, the roulette wheels can be statistically
monitored by ‘PEye ASoft’ and the winning number can
be printed out from each wheel.

PEye AlfaConnect
Processes the game-info-protocol of AlfaStreet
automatic roulette.
Enables the winning numbers to be shown on our
‘PEye DSoft Summary’ display as well as on the casino
homepage.
In addition, the roulette wheels can be statistically
monitored by ‘PEye ASoft’ and the winning number can
be printed out from each wheel.
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The result can be compared with the
integrated reading unit using PEye
RCompare. Deviations can be shown in
PEye RCompareClient and researched in
the video recording with only one click.
An automatic email or telephone call is
also possible in the case of a deviation
(with PEye SystemReport or ‘PEye
PhoneInterface’), ‘PEye RCompare’ is made
for quality management to recognize
manipulation of automatic roulette.

Our custom-made interfaces
make it possible to show the
winning numbers
of automatic roulette
on the table summary
PEye DSoftSummary
and analyze the wheel
statistics with PEye ASoft

EVALUATION / BACK OFFICE

PEye ASoft
The central evaluation software is ‘PEye ASoft’ (‘A’ for ‘analysis’). ‘ASoft’ provides many evaluation
reports about the gaming tables/wheels and staff. For each report there are user rights. So you can set
user access rights for each report.
be viewed in a clear form.
All reports can also be created as
scheduled, automatic and periodic.
Each login to ‘ASoft’ is saved and
can be viewed via the function ‘user
administration’.
With the module ‘Privacy Policy’, all
personal data can be blocked and
released, compliant with the German
Privacy Policy Act.

The most important reports are:
hard-copy of winning numbers
(coups), statistical check of the
roulette wheel with several filter
criteria and using different methods,
evaluation of disc speeds, table
running times, coups per hour,
alarms, call system history, turnover,
incidents etc.
The roulette wheels can be checked
by running the Chi-Quadrat test. For
a clear view of the coup distribution,
two chart types are available (polar
and 3D). Many filter criteria are
available e.g. for sector analysis,
direction of the ball or period of the
coups.
Integrated into the ASoft Software is
the ‘table journal’ showing detailed
information from any given table
about winning number, direction,
speed, point-in-time of the coups
and member of staff present.
The ‘personnel deployment report’
enables you to check which staff
member was at which table at what
time.
With the report ‘bill collection’,
it is possible to generate reports
concerning table accounting (daily,
monthly) and detailed reports
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concerning money exchanges, e.g.
time, denomination. The time of
inserting or removal of the cash-box
is also in the report.

Using ASoft is generally selfexplanatory.
All reports can automatically be
printed, exported as PDF documents
or sent by email.
‘ASoft’ provides a TCP interface to
generate reports automatically from
3rd-party applications.

You operate several
casinos?
No problem!
‘ASoft’, with appropriate
licensing, permits the
evaluation of multiple sites

The ‘table-alarm’ function gives a
detailed description of incidents
of past alarms e.g. ‘removal of
the roulette disc’, activities on the
door, and lock contacts on the
substructure of the table which
contains the table PC, and the chip
sorting machine. Power cuts in the
system are documented, too.
By means of the ‘Incidents’ report,
pre-defined events such as ‘late
bets’, ‘chip has not been placed
clearly’ or ‘rejected banknote’ are
documented.
Counting the stock using RFID
technology can be documented in a
report as well.
If stock accounting is done manually,
the dealer can type in the value and
number of the chips on the dealer
display and transmit the total sum to
the database. The manual accounting
is documented as a report as well.
The current release of each hard- and
software module of the ‘PEye Table
Management System’ as well as the
secure hash algorithm sum ‘SHA1’ can
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EVALUATION / BACK OFFICE

EVALUATION / BACK OFFICE

PEye ASoftWN
Using ‘PEye ASoftWN’ (Winning Numbers) it is possible
to create a hardcopy of winning numbers assigned to
one or more gaming tables for one or several
pre-defined days.
Hard-copies
Many guests may appreciate
having these hard-copies.
Data content and branding
can be designed according
to the casino’s wishes and
requirements.

PEye SystemReport
Reports on disruptions in ‘PEye’
devices such as non-availability,
number corrections, manual
input, measuring data from
the wheel sensor, etc. are
automatically compiled and
sent by email using the ‘System
Report’ software.
This ensures that either our technical
support or your own technical
services can react immediately.
In addition, other reports such as

stock account or cash-box account
can be sent automatically by email to
the relevant personnel, which means
you can see the total cash proceeds

PEye TableMonitor
‘TableMonitor’ is part of the quality assurance
system.
On a monitor in the back
office, the floor manager
can check whether:
■T
 he disc or the ball has
been spun in the same
direction twice by the
dealer.
■T
 he disc speed is out of
the range of tolerance
(too fast, too slow).
■T
 he ball has not made the
required amount of rotations

PEye OnlineWN
Using a plug-in, the Winning Numbers
of roulette and Black-Jack can
be uploaded onto your website
automatically, providing another
service for your guests.
Depending on demand, it is possible
to choose and change the number
of tables, colours and fonts as well
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as the direction from which the
numbers are faded in. It is also
possible to upload the Winning

Numbers with a time delay (to
prevent illegal gambling).

from the cash-boxes immediately
after the end of the gaming day.

PEye CSVExporter
Almost all data and reports from
the central database can be
exported in CSV format. So you can
use them with Microsoft Excel, for
example.
The exports can be time scheduled
automatically generated.

If the measurements exceed the upper limit or fall below the
lower limit, the floor manager can respond to the situation.
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EVALUATION / BACK OFFICE

PEye TEval
The ‘PEye Table Management System’ offers a unique feature whereby
different CCTV systems can be interfaced.
Currently ‘PEye TEval’ supports
the video surveillance systems
from Milestone Systems, Dallmeier
Electronic, NiceVision FAST and
Geutebrück. It is also possible to
program interfaces to other systems,
on request.
You can clear up disputes in seconds
via your video system. For this you
need ‘PEye TEval’. To clear up a
dispute, you only have to select the
gaming table together with one of
the previous winning numbers (date,
time), and the video surveillance
system viewer will instantly load the
camera view at exactly the moment
when the ball drops into the pocket.
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Predefined camera views can be
viewed simultaneously.
The function is also available for
other events such as currency
exchange, any tampering with the
wheel, personnel changes, etc.
If ‘PEye ISSTable’ is used, all incidents
are also recorded and can be
accessed with a click.

Using PEye TEval you will
increase the efficiency of
CCTV research

EVALUATION / BACK OFFICE

PEye RMeas
When the statistical frequency distribution of your roulette wheel deviates significantly from the normal
distribution, you have a problem, and, as the manager/boss of a casino, you have probably been searching for
quite a while for the solution to this problem.
After all, deviations in frequency
distribution could lead to a higher
winning chance for the observant
guest and thus to lower profits for
the casino.
Therefore, a high assurance of quality
is an absolute must in the casinos of
today.
Our precision measuring system,
‘RMeas’, can help you with this
problem. Measurements, for
example, pocket width, pocket
depth, radial and axial run-out and
the elasticity of the pocket inlays can
be made on your roulette wheels
with different probes. Moreover, in
contrast to other checking systems,
the angular reference can also be
recorded in ‘RMeas’. Consequently,
a series of measurements can be
shown in a polar-diagram, similar
to the statistical wheel analysis
in ‘ASoft’. Correlations between
mechanical deviations and statistical
frequency distribution can therefore
be discovered more easily.
This knowledge of mechanical
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deviations can be used in
conjunction with the ‘ASoft’ analysis
software to specify in-house quality
standards. These specifications will,
in turn, help you to decide whether
you need to replace a roulette wheel.
Important note
The wheel does not have to be

removed in order to carry out the
measurements.
All wheel checks carried out with our
system will be documented in detail.
In order to save the casino time and
effort, our company offers this wheel
check as a service.

A high assurance of quality
is an absolute must for
the casinos of today!

OASIS

Exclusion database
synchronizing

Entrance
Easy and fast

Evaluation

Predefined for
individual reports

The ultimate
solution for
casino
receptions
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The innovative
reception solution

Signature pads
at the reception:
Digital forms are included
with archived signature.

Self check-in with
palm vein scanner
Fast visitor data acquisition via
ID card scanner

Automatic
synchronization with the
exclusion databases
(Oasis / House
exclusions)
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Print different tickets:
Honorary tickets,
day passes etc.
Ticket control trough
barcode scanner
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

Our experience
ensures your home or
company´s security

Video
surveillance
systems
We plan, install and maintain video surveillance
systems mainly for casinos, but also for other
branches.
We are specialized in projects requiring
between 50 to 500 cameras. Our many years of
experience ensure that we can offer you more
security for your home or company.
Precision preparation and careful planning
allow us to create tailor-made video
surveillance systems.
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

4K
3840 x 2160

FULL HD 1920 x 1080

HD 1280 x 720

PAL 768 x 576

PLANNING
Preparation begins with an on-site
customer-requirements analysis,
followed by the planning e.g. wiring,
selection of camera type and
amount, server technology as well
as the planning and optimization of
the light technology.
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TECHNOLOGY
Using the newest camera and videomanagement-systems technology,
we not only offer maximum security
but also optimal economy.
We mainly install IP-cameras in HD and
Full-HD definition. If a higher definition
is needed, we also deliver 4K-cameras.
The number of cameras and recording
duration determine which server
technology we employee.

The newest technology
ensures maximum security
and optimal economy
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VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

Software development
With our in-house development team, we offer specialised software and interface
solutions for all kinds of businesses.
INDEPENDENT SOLUTIONS

CASINO SPECIFIC SOLUTIONS

LogViewer

CheckIn Detective

With our personally developed LogViewer, it is
possible to read and view all log data of Milestone
XProtect Corporate.

The ‘CheckIn Detective’ enables the user to
identify the guests by appearance only.

By means of a search filter e.g. timestamps, a
username, an IP-address or incident report, the
authorized user can investigate which live content
or recorded sequences were viewed by which
employee.

the procedure
The admission of guests is recorded by video.
Personal data, as well as the time of entry of each
guest are stored in the reception database.

Thus you can meet both the demands of the
workers’ council and the duty of disclosure in
compliance with the German Privacy Policy Act.

Using this application, you can substantially reduce
the number of likely suspects and save time
searching through video material, by making use
of filters, e.g. age, gender, as well as the presumed
time-slot of entry.
After typing in the search criteria, the ‘CheckIn
Detective’ provides a list of all possible suspects.
The relevant video picture can be viewed with one
click. Thus it only takes a few minutes to identify the
target person.
Now the complete personal data stored in the
reception database can be displayed to the
authorized personnel. However, an additional login
is required.
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We develop specialized
software and interface
solutions for a wide
variety of businesses

SLOT MACHINES VIDEOSURVEILLANCE

‘ISS’ is a surveillance solution for the detailed documentation
of all events on slot machines and at cash desks.
‘ISS’ is the interface between the slot-onlinesystem and the CCTV system for positioning the
PTZ-cameras.
All events such as removing cash-boxes, will be
recorded by one or more PTZ-cameras.
Slot-identification and all data transmitted
from the slot machine, e.g. the payouts with
accompanying pictures will be stored and
summarized in a single and collective report.
By means of these detailed recordings of all
important events on the slot machines and at
the cash desks, the constant presence of the
Finance Authority is no longer necessary; they
only need to check the reports regularly.
For every type of event e.g. ‘main door open’ or
‘hand payout’, cameras and presets can be set.
So it is possible to use another image section
for e.g. the event ‘main door open’, where the
whole slot machine is shown and for the event
‘malfunction’, where only the screen is shown, or
for a ‘hand payout’ where you can only read the
credits on the screen.
For every online system event a priority can be
set. This ensures that more important events
like ‘main door open’ will be captured and
subsequent events e.g. ‘hand payout’ will be
recorded when cameras are available again.
ISS enables detailed surveillance of all slot
machines using only a few PTZ (pan-tilt-zoom)
cameras, where normally at least 3 fixed
cameras per slot machine are needed to achieve
this level of quality. This saves investment
and maintenance costs. If slot machines are
relocated, only the camera presets have to
be changed. Thanks to detailed PDF reports
generated in the background, you will still have
evidence of an event after the video material
has been deleted.
For the payout, a special cash desk viewer is
available.
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Here, the cashier can prepares the payout, first
putting the money on the counter then choosing
one or more clear pictures of the slot machine
and clicking to end the procedure. The pictures
chosen will be saved in the detailed PDF report.

Detailed recording of
all essential activities
on the slot machines
and at the cash desk
2018
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SLOT MACHINES VIDEOSURVEILLANCE

Using the ISSTronc application all
tip-payments are CCTV recorded and
automatically saved in a report.
Before the money is placed in the Tip-Box, the money
is laid on a pre-determined surface such as the cashdesk counter and a camera records a clear picture of
the amount.
Now a button at the cash-desk must be pressed to
trigger the ‘Tip’ event. As soon as the LED light in
the Tip button lights up, the money can be fed into
the Tip-box. This process ensures that the whole
procedure is correctly documented without the need
for witnesses. A report with a video-link is generated
and can be used by the TAX Authority.
This procedure also safeguards personnel, as in the
event of doubt the content of the Tip-Box, the video
recording can be referred to.

Advantages:

 E xact overview of the Tips
R
 emoves pressure from finance dept.
 E xact compliance with tax law
 E nsures a fair distribution of the Tip content
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LOCKING SYSTEMS

examples
Locking system management
The locking system administrator has
changed access authorisations in the
Marketing Department - the changes
are programmed quickly and easily by a
department employee.

A secure investment:
This electronic locking
system convinces in a
variety of applications,
also in your casino.

Key loss
An employee in the Information Systems
Department has lost his key - The access
authorisation can be instantly deleted.

This locking system meets
any requirements
Flexible organisational structures,
spatial and temporal flexibility,
as well as a number of additional
factors place high demands on
the infrastructure of building and
security technology. The organisation
of locking systems is also becoming

increasingly complex because these
requirements increase and frequently
change. This means that access
authorisations need to be constantly
updated-for instance, in the case of
short-term employment contracts,
or when tradesmen and external

service providers are used. What’s
more, if keys are also frequently lost,
additional costs are incurred. All
things considered, it is a complicated
matter. This locking system is the
simple solution.

The electronic
locking cylinder

Cylinder core
Coupling

Blocking rail
Electronic board

LED function display

Contact

Rotor
Drive
Lock cam

Spring with
earth contact

Cylinder housing in modular
system 56 to ≤ 240 mm long

The check of the key coding
and the release of the locking
process take place by means
of the electronic module. The
electronic-locking cylinder does
not require any wiring and does
not need its own power supply
because this is provided by the
battery in the key. With a newly
integrated lubricant reserve, the
cylinders are also maintenancefree for up to 200,000 cycles.
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A chip integrated in the head makes
each key a unique electronic device.
Data transmission is powered by an
easily replaced standard battery.
With an LED function display, both
optical and acoustic signaling are
provided for access entitlements,
time zones and battery status. The
electronic key is produced as a
reversible key and therefore always
fits. Optionally, the key can be
equipped with a quartz-controlled
time function, or be supplied as
a programmable version. The
high quality and durability of the
compact key also enable problemfree and long-lasting operation.

The Cashbox contents do not tally
Simply read the cashbox lock information
using the programming key. Each access
will be logged in the cam lock making
it clear when and which employees had
access last.
The software version
of the device has changed
Simply read the cashbox lock information
using the programming key. Each access
will be logged in the lock cam, making
it clear when and which employees had
access last.
Cashbox removal
An employee has the task of removing
the cashbox on Monday and Tuesday. His
key will be programmed so that he can
only release the cashbox on these days.

Water and dust-tight key
head with battery and
electronic board

Certified key and cylinder for explosion-prone
areas, and SKG in development
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Issuance of locking authorisations
The technician of the lift company
receives an E3 key with time-restricted
and limited-area locking authorisations,
which he obtains at the wall-mounted
remote programmer.

The
electronic
key

Each change to access
authorisations can be
implemented by simply
re-programming access
authorisations.
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Remote
programming device

Local programming device

With remote programming devices, your
employees can „pick up“ new key rights.

To issue new keys, a PC programming device and a programming
key are required.

This way you can remotely, e.g. unlock
an employee for a particular lock, giving
you this permission on a temporary
basis, e.g. for an hour, can forgive.
After that the right expires
automatically.
There are three versions available as
remote programming devices:
Two wall-mounted programmers in
normal or vandal-proof design and a
mobile programming device that you
can use to Equip your service
technicians.

User keys are available in three
different versions: E1 basic, E2 time
(from here time authorizations can
be assigned) and E3 remote (these
keys can also be programmed on the
remote programming devices).
For outdoor use, e.g. For storage
in fire-fighters, there is the socalled „Beluga“ key with the thick
orange cap. This can be exposed to
temperatures from -30 ° C to + 50 ° C.

The standard key can be equipped
with different colored battery
compartment covers to identify keys
according to their function.
Furthermore, special battery
compartment covers with integrated
RFID transponder are available,
so that the key can also be used
simultaneously for your existing
access control and time recording.

Cylinder types
There are a variety of locking cylinders available. Normal profile cylinders and half cylinders are available
in all common lengths, padlocks are available in different versions and exclusively with us locking cylinders
are available in all versions required for gaming machines.
The profile cylinders are also
optionally available with a dust
and moisture protection, so that
the cylinders can also be used
without restriction for outdoor
applications.
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The highlight of the cylinders is
that they have an electronic coding
but do not contain a battery. The
energy needed always comes from
the key.
Thus, the retrofitting of doors with

this electronic locking system in
comparison to other systems is
very straightforward.
Here you can see some examples
of cylinder types.
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LOCKING SYSTEMS

Mechanically
programmable
locking system
If a key is lost, only the keys of this closure must be disposed of and
replaced with new keys. The cylinders are reprogrammed with the „old“
and the „new“ red keys. There are 77824 different combinations.
The key to this system is that the
cylinders are reprogrammable with a
different closure.
Thus, the cylinders never need to be
replaced and no expensive exchange
cores are needed. Next, the storage
is extremely simplified, since all
cylinders are „equal“.
Since keys can be reordered only
with the presentation of a security
card and due to the special round
cut can not be copied with normal
key cutters, the locking system is
considered very safe.

The red key is for programming.
The black user key is available
with different colour pins.
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The mechanics in the cylinders
is considered to be very robust,
because the classic pins and springs
was omitted. Due to the special
mechanism, the cylinder is very well
protected against the „classic“ Lockpicking techniques.
This system is cheaper to buy than
systems with removable core and in
the case of a key loss much cheaper,
because only the keys have to be
exchanged and these are compared
to other systems to get very cheap.

This locking system is ideal
for slot machines
If a key is lost, the lock
cylinder can be programmed
for a new key

LIGHTNING SOLUTIONS

We design and manufacture individual casino table lamps
according to your needs. By using high-quality light sources,
we achieve almost perfect light on the gaming table. This is
not only very pleasant for the guests and the staff, it also
benefits the quality of the video recording.
We develop and manufacture custom
lights for gaming tables. We bring
in our years of experience and
guarantee a very good result, taking
into account all boundary conditions
such as casino interior, pleasant
light for the guests, homogeneous

shadow-free illumination of the table
and an optimal match to the video
technology.
We are happy to integrate all required
video cameras in an elegant way in
the lights.

SPECIAL
LIGHTNING
CONSTRUCTION
78
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LIGHTNING SOLUTIONS

CUSTOMIZED
SERVICES

We develop and produce many customized
products: touch screen mounts, screen
mounts, cabinets, and cup holders in all
kinds of different materials.
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mobile
charging station
Many guests need or want to be
reachable by phone around the clock.
However, this presupposes that the
battery of your smartphone is always
„fully fueled“.

Individual solutions
are our specialty challenge us with
your wishes!
We would be happy to present you
our products in our well-equipped
showroom.

Find out more in a personal conversation about the
diverse application possibilities of our products and
projects already realized.

Many guests need to or want to be available
on the smartphone around-the-clock.
However,
this requires that the smartphone be charged
at all times.
Therefore, the ‘mobile phone charging station’,
within easy reach of the players, should be a
must for up-to-date customer service.

Please make an appointment with us!

The guest places the smartphone into one
of the boxes. Using the touchscreen the box
can be locked via a PIN.
We build ‘mobile phone charging stations’
in different kind of versions.

BHS Böhm GmbH & Co. KG
Möhringer Str. 112
D-70199 Stuttgart
Deutschland
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fon: +49(0)711/6409050
fax: +49(0)711/6409051
mail: sales@bhs-boehm.com
web: www.bhs-boehm.com
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